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FRANCESCO
TAIARIOL

+ Francesco Taiariol, Tau Group's co-founder and CEO, is
an accomplished entrepreneur with a background in
mechanical engineering (MSc from Politecnico di
Torino & CentraleSupelec) and a track record as an
inventor. With a clear vision for Tau's development, he
is leading the company, alongside his co-founders, to
become the industry standard in sustainable, high-
performance magnet wire for automotive and energy
industries. Francesco's expertise in both technical and
business aspects has been instrumental in driving
Tau's success.

Find out more about Tau at: www.tau.group For media inquiries, please contact: media@tau.group
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FILIPPO
VEGLIA + Filippo Veglia, co-founder and CSO of Tau Group, is a

visionary entrepreneur with a background in
mechanical engineering (MSc from Politecnico di
Torino) and a sound understanding of business (MBA
from the Center for Financial Studies of Madrid). With
his expertise in both technical and business aspects,
Filippo leads the development and implementation of
Tau's growth strategy. His keen understanding of the
industry landscape and emerging trends has been
instrumental in shaping the company's vision for the
future. Together with his co-founders, Filippo is driving
Tau Group to become the industry standard in
sustainable, high-performance magnet wire for
automotive and energy industries.

Find out more about Tau at: www.tau.group For media inquiries, please contact: media@tau.group
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PIERO
DEGASPERI

+ Piero Degasperi is co-founder and CTO of Tau Group.
With a background in mechatronics (MSc from
University of Trento & CentraleSupelec), Piero brings
extensive technical knowledge to Tau. His technical
expertise has been instrumental in driving Tau's
success. He ensures that Tau remains at the forefront
of industry innovation by overseeing the development
and implementation of Tau's advanced magnet wire
technology. Along with his co-founders, Piero is
leading Tau to become the industry standard for
sustainable, high-performance automotive and
energy magnet wire.

Find out more about Tau at: www.tau.group For media inquiries, please contact: media@tau.group
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ARTYOM
GOLODNOV

+ Artyom Golodnov, Tau's CFO and early investor, brings
a unique blend of finance, fundraising and risk
management expertise to his role having an MBA
from France and eight years as a VP at Goldman
Sachs. In 2017, he joined Tau to lead the finance
vertical and to assist the three Italian founders in
fundraising for business growth. Artyom's track record
of executing complex transactions has been
instrumental in driving Tau's success.

Find out more about Tau at: www.tau.group For media inquiries, please contact: media@tau.group
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